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This is Exponent, a magazine published for and by the
students of the University of Dayton, and concerned
with the involvement of man in the humanities. Material contained herein may be reprinted with the permission of the editors. Manuscripts may be submitted
by any students of the University by mail or by placement in the office.
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Incidentally
it's Spring! We know that outside it is: (check
any combination) ( ) snowing, ( ) raining,
(

) blowing, (

) glorious sunshine, (_ ) all four,

but look beneath all this for the mud and you
will see that at last we are emerging from the
icy grip of winter and making steady progress
toward summer.
This issue may not seem in the old Spring
spirit, but we feel that this is the best one we
have compiled to date. And, Jim Herbert (Campus
Corner—UD Flyer) aside, we only wrote that which
appears under our names. But, while on that subject, he did bring up a good point. Copy has
started in for the next issue and we can still use

Officially it is called the campus literary magazine and as such has come under fire as not being
literary enough. However, we feel that it is
more literary than it was in previous years, but
that it has reached possibly the highest degree of
literary purity possible. Our reasons for this
statement lie in the fact that Exponent is still
carrying something of a double responsibility. It

is literary, but it must at times also be humorous.
It is for this reason that we have not succeeded
in creating a collegiate Saturday Review or Ever-

green Review. It is possible that a future staff
will choose to eliminate the humor, both written
and drawn, and the various feature articles. We

Exponent served in the capacity of, itself, the

have no intention of doing this. We feel that this
makes the magazine enjoyable to all students and
this we feel is one of its two-fold reasons for
existence, the other being a medium through
which student writers may realize their creations
in print.
We would like to say that anyone who doesn’t
agree with our policy or with anything that appears within our covers is welcome to write us
and tell us so. Or they can stop by our office in
Liberty Hall. Also anyone who feels that they
could write a better review than those appearing
in the magazine is very welcome to submit it.

Flyer, the Daytonian, the Alumni News, besides

But please make it on a different book, movie, or

carrying extensive advertising.
Reading back through the copies we have of
Exponent is like finding an illustrated history of
the growth of UD. There are scholastic honors

record than has already been done.
There, a little history and a statement of purpose, now let us look at Exponent, Spring 1962.

much more, but—next year’s editor, or editors, is

going to be faced with the same problem that
we faced last fall—that of no copy.

So write,

gang. This issue you proved you could do it and
there are only four a year.
Before we go into our usual introductory remarks we would like to take alittle space to give
a short history of Exponent. This year Exponent
is fifty-nine years old. The first edition was published in 1903. At that time it was a smaller
magazine in dimensions and larger in pages. Of
course, we must remember that at that time

listed by the month, Exponent was monthly in

There is really too much in this issue for us to
comment on each individual poem, short story or

those days and as late as 1955, pictures of
Chaminade Hall being built, many pictures of the
campus and of Dayton. We can get a good picture of the life of the students at St. Mary’s
Academy and UD. It was a friendly, informal and
formal magaine. Though these sound contradictory, that’s the way it was, all in one.
But as the years went by, Exponent lost or was
relieved of various duties. Today it remains

of each sprouting up like spring flowers. There
are many of our regular contributors and some
new faces, for which we are very grateful. Dan’s
staff of studio-bound artists seem to have been
infused with the spirit of spring without the fever
catching, because they are better than ever.
Enough talk from us, we will leave you to your
reading with this one reminder. Watch out for

only a “literary” magazine. In 1955 the present

the mud.

moderator, Father James Donnelly, upon assuming his duties, in relief of Brother Tom Price,

decided that several changes should be made.
These included coming out quarterly and doing
away with a fixed cover. Today you are reading
the results of fifty-nine years of literary evolution.
What exactly is this creature in your hands?

vignette, so we'll suffice to say there’s a bunch

Je Cae

illustration by Dan Spillane

. . . were the legends of Mac Fiever true?

Port is one. That is the town of Port is a port,

a river port. Maybe you call them landings, but
ours is a port. You see before anyone settled at
the landing proper there was just a dock on the
Ohio at which the steamers stopped to deliver
goods and pick up what ever the local farmers had
to sell. Since the place had no name it was marked

the Jerry’s usta use in the Big War,” he muttered
sort of red-faced to the man standing next to him.
Mr. Gilmartin, who taught Speech at the high-

school and worked on the Roads Department for
the County during the summer, ran his hand
through thinning red hair and commented to the
group he’d been talking to, “Reminds me of the

on the map just plain Port.

time on the ’Canal, the Japs had just launched a

Later a German immigrant named Padric MacFiever started a General Store at the landing and

counter-attack and ...”’ Gilmartin was an Irish-

this became the center of local culture. Naturally
after he and his store had grown into a town,

man, he claimed, which his Scottish name sort of

belied. But if old man MacFiever could claim
German birth and yet sport an Irish first name

Padric thought it only fitting they name the town
after him. The town thought it only fair also and
it was just this which they told the state in a letter
they wrote. But the official maps had been drawn
and county politics being what they were and all,

and a Scot’s last name, and old MacFiever, born

the only answer the town got from the state was a

street to the city building. Shortly thereafter he

package containing two signs, one for the road
into town and one for the road out, that said
Welcome to Port — Population 237.
So much for history. Today the town is just
another small, sleepy Ohio River town. The
barges and tugs go easing by on their way up and
down river and occasionally they stop. There are

came out with Johnson, the County Auditor.
Johnson was talking a mile a minute, like he

three main roads in and out of town, but by and

1813—died 1879, was a legend, we could forgive
Gilmartin.
But back to the stranger. He just stood there

taking all this in, then he slowly walked across the

always did when he was excited, and the stranger
was shaking his head slowly, first back and forth,

then up and down. They came across the street
and got in the red sports car, Johnson still talking

and the stranger still shaking his head, first one
way then the other. Johnson waved absently at

large it is in a constant state of drowsy-awakeness.

the people, then grabbed for dear life and shut

We have two elementary schools and the county

up as the little car jumped away from the curb.
It might be safe to describe the stranger at this
point. He was of medium height, with a red
beard and corn shocks-in-the-fall-yellow hair. He
was wearing a terry cloth short sleeved shirt of
blue and a pair of faded Levis. Add all this to a

high school. Some of the young people go away
to college, most of whom never return. Others
enter the service, most return. Others go to work

in the local businesses which have been in the
families for years. And so it has drifted for years.
It was a_ peaceful

pair of sunglasses and the red car and you had a

enough day, hot and sleepy. The usual loafers

car was screaming I’m not being explicit enough.

creature completely unknown to this town.
When Johnson and the stranger drove off, they
headed in the direction of the Old MacFiever
Landing Store, now a historical monument of
the County Historical Society. When they came

Actually it sounded like a cross between a mad

back, Johnson was strangely silent.

bull and a cyclone. It swung around a corner on
two tires, which added a wail to the already pierc-

Building and again came out. When the stranger

Then came last summer.

were sleeping on the benches around the city
square, when screaming down Main Street comes

this brilliant red sports car. Now whenIsay this

ing sound it was making, and stopped in the same
manner in front of the city building.
By now all the loafers were wide awake and
staring. The man behind the wheel stepped out
and stood for a minute looking around. The
loafers were recovering from their shock slowly.

He and the stranger went back into the City
started down the steps, he shouted back at John-

son, “I'll be over in the morning for the deed.
The place is too musty for tonite, so I’ll just stay
at the hotel.’”” When he went in the hotel, we all
followed him in to see the name he signed on the
register. Gilmartin was the first to look and when

One of them, old Mister Baxter, was emerging

turned away with his mouth open, we all pushed

from under the bench he had been sitting on just

forward to see, the stranger having gone up stairs.

a moment before.
“Sounded just like one of them artillery shells

What we saw was enough to stun us all, for we

knew what deed the stranger was speaking of. The

name on the pad in front of us, written in a bold
sprawling hand said, Padric Diego Ivan Klaus
Dmitri MacFiever IV.
After several weeks we had grown used to

having another Paddy MacFiever back in town.
He was quiet, except for his car, and spent most

of his time cleaning out the old store. Evidently
he intended living there. When I said we were
beginning to take to him, I meant some more than
others. Gilmartin and Paddy used to sit for hours
at night and talk about the war. That is Gilmartin talked about his experiences in the South
Pacific and MacFiever talked about his in Korea
and to hear them talk, all our boys did in either
war was to get into hilarious incidents, even under
fire. They were joined one night by Nellie
Smythe, who had been born and raised in England
and still remembered the Blitz. And so the three
of them would sit and talk of wars.
Then one day a dusty, bedraggled car pulled up
in front of the Pub Bar anda tall thin man wearing well worn sunglasses got out. Old Mr. Baxter
was standing on the corner and the man walked
up to him.

“Hey man,” he said.
“Me?” asked Baxter.
“Yeah baby. Waz happenin?”
“I am definitely not a baby. And nothing’s
happenin’.”

“Hey man, be cool, don’t blow your hip. Like
I just want you to turn me on with some answers.
I mean, like the cats in my short there are, like,
blowing the T.B. bit from extended sitting and
like.”

“What did you say? And how did you know I
had shrapenel in my hip from the Big War?”
“Yeah.

But, like, uh, we’re looking for the

Pad’s Pad.”
“Who?”
“Pad, man. You know the Fourth.”
“Look, young man, you must have the wrong
place.”

“Is this or is this not Port?”
“ab is,"
“This is the place. The Fourth said we should

meet him here.”
“The Fourth?”
“Yeah man, the Fourth. Like, MacFiever?”

“Oh, you mean young MacFiever?”
“Wow! Really baby.”
“Like I said, I’m not a baby. You go down this
street and turn left all the way to the river.”
“Crazy.”
“You said it.”
The young man walked back to the car, checked

the lashings on the set of drums and the bass on
the top, then got in.
“Hey baby, what’s with the old man?”

“You know, the Fourth was right.

This is

really in the country. This is so far in the country
it’s still in the last century.” And they drove off.
At about this time, Paddy and Nellie were on
a picnic. Hestill- wore his Levis, short sleeved
shirts and sandals, but she was beginning to act
like she could get him to change. She might even
get him to shave.
‘Two days later, another car load of musicians
drove into town, then several more car loads of
other strangers and after that still more. The old
landing was packed, there were tents pitched on
the lawn of the city square, the hotel was filled,
and so were the boarding houses. The people
turned out to be all from New York. There were
dancers,

singers,

musicians,

actors,

artists

and

writers. A couple, walking in the century old
tradition along the river one night, were startled:
out of their wits by a booming voice singing a song ~
from “West Side Story.” The old hitching rack in
front of the city building, safely encased in concrete, became an exercise bar for some of the

dancers. ‘Traffic was disrupted by an artist sitting
in the middle of Main Street with his easel. He
was sitting there because he wanted to paint the
“Frankly, | think | prefer Buddy-Type Dates”

picturesque City Building from that angle.
Continued on page 26

Lower Chicago—West Madison Street—with its
pool halls, flop houses, brothels and tenaments—

West Madison—it’s a beaten street, tired and hurt
and clinging to the ropes. But it’s ageless, and, like
its people, it manages to survive. Like the bum
asleep in the doorway, it stinks of wine and responds only when sharply kicked. Like the punk

kid bobbing and nodding in a cloud of heroine,
its eyes are closed to reality. Like the tightsweatered girl of sixteen hustling drinks at the
Penguin Bar, it knows too much. Like the bent
Puerto Rican woman who stands at the door of

the church in the morning gray letting the greasy
black beads slip through her fingers, it still has
faith.

Faith! Faith in what? Faith that West Madison
wil give birth to more despair? Faith that there
will be others to: replace those who shuffle off and
die?

Faith that tomorrow’s doorsteps will be

littered with the debris of humanity as today’s are?
Nobody lives on West Madison
— they merely
exist, to wallow in the wine, sin, and stench of

their own microscopic world. Walk down West

Madison—watch the vacant-eyed man cough his
yellow phlegm on the broken pavement. Turn
away the runny-nosed bum who begs on legless
stumps. See the sneer-smilling youths jackroll a

drunk in the shadows of a littered alley. Watch
the women with red-smeared lips smile falsely and
talk in deep throaty tones to anxious men.
Are these all the people? No. There are more.
There are the mothers who add their tears and
sighs to West Madison. There are the fathers
who work hard, age, and watch their loved ones

dissolve into the street. Some fight back, some get
out, some lose West Madison in their memories;

but most of them remain on the street. They stick

with the old fighter. They fall when he falls,
hurt when he hurts, and wait endlessly for him
illustration by Bill Bohne

Ken Snyder
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Wind and I were the only visitors / in the park / While
I rested on a marble balustrade, / he flung to the sky the dry
leaves / and bits of paper / that lay promiscously on the ground. /
Out of breath, / he stopped / and rested— / but only for a moment, / for he was soon back at his games / with the leaves / and
the paper. /
I put a cigarette in my mouth and / started towards a
path. / As I lit a match, / my friend playfully blew it out / and

scampered down the pathway, / kicking up little swirls of dust. /
I smiled / as I lit another match / and touched it to my cigarette. /
I followed the path to a cliff / that overlooked a lake. /
As I looked / out across the water, / the bright sunshine
made my eyes squint. / To my left were several sail boats / positioning for a race. / I squatted on the ground / and watched my
friend / swelling the sails of the sleek contestants. /
I am like the wind. / I am also able to bring up the leaves /
and papers of the dead past / and clutter my life with debris /
about which I can do very little. / I can kick up little swirls / and
magnify them / until they become hideous / cyclones of confusion. / Or, / I have the power to join in the race of life / and, /
with full sails, / move to a growing / and dynamic future. /

Robert Redlin

Audey Park

Jack Flack
Jack be helter
Jack be skelter
Jack jump into the fall-out shelter.
Load the pistol, fire first
See the neighbor hit the dirt
Just as long as I’m not hurt
(You say it’s just a CD alert?)
Oops.

Ode from a Tempestuous Tanner
For my love
I will fashion a gown

Pure white and supple as down
falling from a dandelion.
Gently from her shoulders it ceases
and falls away in seamist creases.

Not of cotton nor wool but of leather
it will be made, yet no one will know whether
from the hide of a godly calf or an earthly unicorn.
Soft and delicate it must be and all coarse hair shorn.

Sensuous as the loin of Orion
it must be, thus I must ask

if you’d donate your back
for my love.

Mary Altick
Act IV
Civilized women,
We must contain

Most of grief,
All of pain.

Ultimately
We must choose
What to keep,
What to lose;

And, being civilized,
We will keep
Life, and put

Our dead to sleep.
(Fruitful earth
Life conceives.
Harvest’s gathered

Into sheaves.)
Civilized women,

We shall ignore
Our own barren

Threshing-floor.

Barbara Ann
Barbara Ann has huge brown eyes,
Wisdom of someone twice her age,
‘Too much energy for her size,

Love of living akin to rage.
Barbara Ann hears spiders sing
Little tunes as they spin their silk,
Knows what flowers bloom first in spring,

Sees the molecules in her milk.
Barbara Ann can talk to mice,
Harmonize with the honey-bee,
Prove that maple-leaf stems taste nice,

Find a nest in a hollow tree.

Barbara Ann is not my child,
Though I bore her one fateful day.
Barbara Ann is a witch’s child,
Wise and lovely and good — and fey.

A NIGHT IN

GREENWicH
VI LUMA G EH

Cindy Peake
In the air the smoke hung thick and heavy,
floating soundlessly through the room. Like an

Then he came to life.

With eyes blazing and

forefinger pointing directly at us, he screamed,

observant host, it moved quietly from table to

“Traitors! Betrayers! Beware! We shall destroy

table, from group to group. Anyone present could
have moved from one end of that room to the
other without being noticed for the people here
never really looked at one another. With their
eyes focused somewhere in space, they seemed to
draw inspiration from some invisible source.
When they spoke, they did so slowly and deliberately as if to extract the last ounce of meaning
from each separate and individual word.

you. We who have kept the light of creation
burning shall one day rise up and crush you! You
who have ruined the world with your conformity,
your mediocrity, shall go under and we shall
rebuild what you have destroyed. Till then, we

I stood by the door, my attention drawn to a

shall wait, and while we wait we shall create, and
on that distant day we shall burst forth in triumph

and glory, cheered by the mankind you have
trampled beneath your feet!”
“YES!

YES!”

The shouts rang through the

table against the opposite wall. Three men were

room. Eyes that had been dull and expressionless

sitting with eyes vacant and empty. Two of the
men were similar in dress and appearance. The

a few moment before were now shining with
fanatical faith. The speaker stepped down from

third was an outstanding contrast. Against the

the stage and began walking around the room.

backdrop of the others’ dirty T-shirts and tattered

“We shall not forget our purpose. We shall

jeans he stood out in matching black turtle-neck

not bow down to the dollar! We shall not stag-

sweater and leotards. Suddenly he moved.

nate in the rut of middle-class suburban living!”

He pointed to us and screamed, “traitors.”

“NO! NO!”
“We shall go on and on. Creating, thinking,

Everyone in the room turned to stare at him.
He was tall, and as he walked toward the stage

heard the word—that thing of great value he had

he conveyed the impression that he carried something of great value. When he reached the platform he stood there a moment—silent, swaying.

carried to the stage. Carressingly, reverently, it
was spoken—art!
A bearded giant at a table near him knelt on

10

all for one purpose!’’

‘Then, in the silence we

the floor and began to rock back and forth chanting in a low, hushed voice.

“The drums rolled
and the thunder boomed.
The lightning flashed
and the earth moved.
The earth trembled
and the earth groaned
And a new day dawned ...

CREATION!”
“Creation!’’ roared the crowd. Someone began
to beat an angry rhythm on bongos. Fingers
rapped out the same sound on table tops. Bodies

LOST BEAUTY

began to sway. Heads tilted back with mouths
open and twisting. Then, again—“‘Creation!’’ The

word tore from those lips as water tears loose
from a broken dam. And as the water that follows it is sapped of its strength, so were they.
Their eyes closed and their heads bowed. ‘They
sat spent, exhausted and empty. I stood there a
moment longer, and then left.
Outside, all was normal. Neon lights flashed

off and on. Noises filled the air. People hurried
past me. I turned and looked back. It was only
a small wooden door, half-hidden in the shadows,
but behind it...

Christine Hachendoner

“Yes, I think it is that one and that one which we want. Are you
sure you know for sure which ones we want now? They are the ones right
here.”

The attendant sighed. For over twenty years he had been selling
cemetery lots, and this old man asks him does he know for sure yet, which

one he means. Patiently disregarding the question, attributing it to the
ignorance of a foreigner, he proceeded to make out a bill of sale for the
two adjacent lots under the ancient oak.

When he glanced over the books in recording the sale, he noticed the
possibility of a better sale.
“Mr. Kohutsky, before we complete our business, may I show you one
more plot that seems to be really better suited to fill your wife’s desires.
It is the one — up there on top of the hill. It is the highest spot in the

cemetery, and she will still have her big oak.

But it would be so much

nicer, there, to lie in peace high on a hill. And it is virgin soil. What do
you think, huh? Definitely much better?”
But the wrinkled man’s face remained expressionless.

Finally he began to reply as he took the pipe from his lips. “Yes,
that would be very nice and much better, too. But I think not for us. If
I should go first, then my Ahnnie would have that big hill to walk. And
she is a tired old woman. No, I think we will take these ones, the ones we

showed you.” He returned the pipe to his mouth.
The attendant sighed. For over twenty years...

(hy

parents. During the two year stay with Ann’s
family Paul grows up in many ways—he learns to
use the potty by himself, he blows out the candles

on his birthday cakes, he plays with the bright
decorations and pretty packages around the Christ-

mas trees.
Paul is three years and two months of age in

NORM

STRATFORD

... Why?
Wednesday, June 30th, 1941, in the maternity
ward of a religious hospital in Smallsville, Ohio,

September of 1944 when his Daddy returns, he
wonders who the strange man is; eventually he
accepts him as his “Daddy.” The Paul A. Fords’
family once more is together and life returns to
normal.
Little Paul continues to grow like a corn stalk
as he completes his fourth year of life and begins
his fifth. He now does a little coloring, washes
his own face sometimes, and rides his tricycle he

received for his last birthday all by himself. He
gets a big thrill when he and his parents visit the

two nurses and a young doctor assist as the most
common miracle once more comes to pass. Ann
Ford momentarily teeters between earth and

people next door because they havea little baby

eternity. Then it is all over; the pain has ceased,

real careful.

and all present breathe a sigh of relief.
A baby boy has been born, soon one nurse re-

ports to the anxious ‘pater’. “She and the child,
a seven pound six ounce boy, are doing just fine.
Congratulations, Mr. Ford.”

The following Monday afternoon a very proud
husband and father escorts his spouse and son

and they let him hold it once in a while, if he’s
Since Paul Jr. holds such an interest in the
neighbor’s baby, when Ann tells him that they
may get a new baby in the spring he is all thrilled.

No doubt thoughts of the hoped for new baby
run through little Paul’s mind as he
crib scene under the Christmas
Grandma and Grandpa’s house and
the infant statue and cuddles it, oh

looks at the
tree at his
he picks up
so carefully.

home. The next Sunday finds Mr. Ford and two
close friends in the church-vestibule where Paul
Andrew Ford, Jr. is ‘cleansed’—a new ship of faith

Later, as the Fords return from a happy Christmas Day at Ann’s folks they decide to go for a

on the sea of life.

little ride through a district close to their home

Paul and Ann enjoy being parents; of course
when Paul Jr. awakens them during the night

they sometimes fail to appreciate him, but as
time passes and he keeps better hours Mom and
Dad catch up on their sleep. ‘The Fords thrill at
each new achievement Paul attains—at first he

sustains himself by nursing from his mother, then
he progresses to drinking from a bottle, next he

where many of the homes are specially decorated
for the holidays. After enjoying their all too brief
look at the beautifully lighted decorations they
continue homeward. As they turn onto their
street a young couple steps from the curb into the
path of their car. Instinctively Mr. Ford cuts the
wheel to avoid them, forgetting that the streets

are hazardously icy. As he does this the car wildly

proceeds to consuming strained baby foods, and

spins out of control, the joustling throwing four

in what seems like no time at all, Paul Jr. is eating

and a half year old Paul from his place between

from the table. You hear Paul Sr. boasting to
friends, “Yesterday little Paul rolled onto his

his parents, into the rear seat, coming to rest on
the floor. The car careens over the curb, and

stomach all by himself,” or “Did you see that?

crashes into a large tree. Ann is thrown headlong
through the windshield and Paul Sr. is pinned by
the steering column.
The report from the hospital as received by

He stood alone. ‘That’s our boy.”

As the months pass Paul learns to walk, first
with help, and then he toddles alone. Those highpitched vocal utterances begin to make sense—
“Dad,” “Mum,” “Hai’o.” Mother, Father and

child mature, Mom and Dad learning the most.
Fifteen month old Paul does not understand
what is taking place when in October of 1942 his
father leaves for active duty in the South Seas.
Paul Jr. and his mother go to live with his grand12
-

relatives reads:
December 25, 1945:
Ann T. Ford—D.O.A.—Multiple injuries
Paul A. Ford—Died 11:16 p.m.—crushed

chest and internal injuries
Paul A. Ford, Jr.—Minor bruises.

Life! Life! Why?

illustration by Al Lochtefeld

Now, Oscar, don’t do anything rash!

Oscar Woodwring, with the sedate composure
of stout body and thoughtful mind, shuffled down

the frost-stained walk leading to Berkley Hall.
After twenty years, he knew the way blindfolded.
Sull, if he closed his eyes now, even momentarily,
there would only be a disturbingly accurate reproduction of a fine-boned, grey-eyed lady pleading,
“Now, Oscar, please don’t do anything rash.
Please.’””

So he kept both eyes passively, indis-

criminately open to see shivering students with
heads compass-pointed toward mounds of bulky
red brick. To the extreme left, rising in splendid
isolation, was the steely skeleton of the unfinished
library building.

Oscar Woodwring, university

President, looked with forced objectivity at that

This being my alma mater, I have always felt
the old grad’s sentimentality about it and
for that reason af giving this sum which I
trust will suffice for the completion of that
building. Fantastic, isn’t it, Oscar, that Louis

LuVerne’s book will complete the university
library?
Fantastic? Impossible was more apropos. A
university library, intellectual font for a scholastic
life, erected on a passion-piled best-seller of Louis
LuVerne! Not only impossible, it was damnable.
Oscar Woodwring paused, lit a cigar, and went up
to his office in unruffled resoluteness.
*

*

*

old fellow, which of us will it be?”

John Scalan, pale young businessman with the
first flush of success in his cheeks, turned his back
on the window to face the other two men.

The brittle sound of crinkling paper when he
pressed against his breast pocket told him the
letter was still there. But by now he could read

he added in a ‘quiet desperation,’ “who else is
going to offer a million dollars to have that com-

lean outline and muttered, not unkindly, “Well,

“Be reasonable, Oscar, be reasonable. Besides,’

past two paragraphs of grammatical formations to

pleted? Even now it’s well on its way to becoming
a campus oddity. If we can’t finish it, and I assure
you, without funds we cannot, what’s to be done

the one beginning:

with it, outside of using it as a visual aid for

it without removing the envelope.

Mentally, he

skipped from the salutation ‘““My Dear Oscar’

is

engineering students?”
“Were I merciless, John Scalan, I could charge

you and the entire board of trustees with the

initiation, last January 22, of this impossible
project.” The leather creaked as Oscar leaned
forward in his chair.
James Fatim, silent, senior, with shrewd eyes
that always squinted, interposed, “Not impossible,
merely ill-advised.’”” Oscar grinned slightly.

“As you will. But it was not my project. However, we digress.

My position, simply stated, is

that to build the university library on the strength
of the revenue derived from Louis LuVerne’s
novel is against every ethical principle a university
should represent.”
“Are we talking money or ethics? Perhaps your
issues are confused, President Woodwring.”’
“Unfortunately, Mr. Scalan, both issues are inextricable in this particular instance. Might I
suggest that your perspective be improved?”
“And may I remind you, President Woodwring,
that we are not a censorship board, but a univer-

sity attempting continuance as such?”
James Fatim motioned the younger man to sit
down.

‘Now, Oscar, I’m sure there are worse

books on even our present library shelves, worse

than the one he wrote. You even have a copy of
HOWL there.”

“But, James, Ginsberg’s little yap is not financing our library. I do not ask you what is the worst
book you have ever read, but did you read The
Heel of His Days?”
“Now, Oscar, when do I have time... ?” But

seeing the old man patiently facing him, he added,
“No, I did not.”

John Scalan fumbled with an empty cigarette
case then slammed the lid shut. ‘“The point is...”
“The point is, Mr. Scalan, that you are running

a profit and loss investment and I am running a

university. Yet we need not be east and west.”
“We've talked too long this morning. The
board meeting will be scheduled at your convenience . . . say tomorrow?”

Oscar Woodwring

nodded. “And perhaps by then... .”
But this time the President shook his head. Be
reasonable. Don’t do anything rash. He would
remember those words and the people who had
said them. He would also remember that a man
had to be true to himself.
@
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Kitten, Kitten

Anita Amato

kitten,

pretty kitten,
with your helpless charm
i’m smitten .
you are
soft
and
warm
and
timys..
like a
euddly ball
of
furr
i want
to

hold
you and
to
stroke

you and
to
listen
to you
purr .
you are
wide-eyed

=

)
illustration by Mary Beatty

and
amusing
and

a tiny bit
confusing ...
too bad
but
for all that
you'll
soon grow up
to

be
a

San Francisco, San José,
San Miguel and Monterey,
The Church of Christ
May have its way,
I ride for Don Diablo.

| Ride for Don Diablo

Born of woman in the night,
Raised in wrong
And raised in right.
Early learned the power of might.
I ride for Don Diablo.
Corre mucho y corre duro,
Siempre corre y mantén guardia;
Corre loca y velozmente por la noche;
Despreocupa tu caballo mientras huyes;
Porque vengo por de frente
O por detras desprevenido;
Yo galopo con Don Diablo.

Baptised early in the faith,
Given all of God’s good grace,
Good and gracious, humble and meek,
Then I tired of being weak,
I ride for Don Diablo.
Dreampt of power in my mind,
Saw of the devil kindred kind,
Let the friars pray and sing,
I to hear a black hoof ring,
Hard on the road that leads to hell.
I ride for Don Diablo.

Ride you long and ride you hard,
Gallop always on your guard;
Speed you wildly through the night;
Spare your horse not in your flight;
I may come from the front
Or from behind;
And I ride for Don Diablo.
Gold to me and silver too,

Care not I when life is through,
Not for me the priest’s sad tale
Of sinner’s cry and sinner’s wail,
Fear not I the fires of hell.
I ride for Don Diablo.
So lock your ranchos late at night,
Keep your daughters hidden tight,
Guard your riches and your soul,
Either one may be my goal,
Cling ye to the angelus toll.
As for me, I ride for Don Diablo.
Corre mucho y corre duro,
Siempre corre y mantén guardia;
Corre loca y velozmente por la noche;
Despreocupa tu caballo mientras huyes;
Porque vengo por de frente

O por detras desprevenido;
Yo galopo con Don Diablo.

Se les ruega que pidan por el alma del

autor para que algiin dia pueda ver a Su
Senor. Vaya con Dios.

Concept:
‘Judas Ghost’’

Bob Antonick

FROM WHENCE WOODCUT BEGAN
Woodcutting was much used by early printers
as book illustrations, either left in black and white

or colored by hand. The process consists of cutting away the wood, (commonly cherry, pear,
apple or sycamore) leaving in relief the lines and
areas which, when inked, will leave their impres-

sion on the paper. The reverse may be used also,
which would be incising the lines of the design
which are to remain as the white areas. Generally

a press is used, but pressure of any method such
as rubbing, will suffice.

The earlier woodcuts were predominately out-

line designs. The modern prints, however, are
usually arrangements of light and dark areas with

great possibilities of decorative effect. The quality
of woodcut lies in the crisp contrast of dark printing on white paper.

Mr. Edward Burroughs, Dean of the School of the Dayton

Art Institute and Graphics instructor, with student Mary
Beatty who is processing her woodcut design.

TOOLS AND PROCESS OF WOODCUT
The materials involved in the production of a

woodcut or block print are as varied as the different styles. Usually a series of three incision
tools (round, anglet and lozenge) are used to

undertake the tedious job of cutting. The wood
block should be fairly soft texture and free from
any suggestion of warping. An inking brayer or

roller is used to apply the ink to the cut block.
The water or oil base printing ink must be rolled
evenly and carefully across the design to insure a
uniform print.

THE USE OF WOODCUT TODAY
Woodcuts play a very important role in modern
advertising. “This process, although dating from

the fourteenth century, lends itself to the many
new methods of modern print making.
Recently a large advertising agency in New
York ran a personal promotion in a number of
popular magazines, using only a series of woodcuts

and a few lines of copy. This promotion proved
to show the largest response of any effort made in
the last four years. Although the process is so
ancient its versatility is ageless.

Mary Beatty

*‘Sunday Drive 99

George Villani
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‘*Progress”’

Mary Lou Ruschau

‘Indian Girl Grinding Corn’’
Anita Dunlope

Why did he carry it on his shoulder wherever he went?
Mr. Jason seemed like any typical person looking for a place to stay when he moved into Mrs.
Berkley’s boarding house. The other boarders
greeted him and offered to help carry his things
up to his room, and he impressed them as a rather
nice person. It seemed a little odd that he never

took the wooden box from his shoulder while he
was moving in and becoming acquainted, but no
one said anything about it. After all the introductions and formalities were finished, Mr. Jason
went to his room on the second floor for the rest
of the night, locking the door behind him.

Jason’s grim expression hardly changed, and he
looked as though he was expecting some inquisition of this sort. He strained to smilea little and
said,

‘““Thank you, sir, but I am comfortable

enough.” He didn’t look up from his plate and
he seemed very calm, even though he knew all the
boarders were probably staring at him with curiosity all over their faces. After breakfast Mr.
Jason complimented Mrs. Berkley on the fine
meal and went back to his room, locking the door

behind him. “I wonder what he has in that box,”
said the man that spoke to Mr. Jason. “No matter

The next morning Mr. Jason came down to the

what he has in it,” said Mrs. Berkley, “it’s very

dining room and took his place at the table for
breakfast. Strangely, he still carried the wooden

impolite to sit at the table with it on his shoulder.

box on his shoulder. It was an expensive looking

and he probably feels a little insecure in his new
home. I’m sure after he’s here awhile he'll feel

box made of dark polished wood, and it seemed
very conspicuous to the other boarders. But Mr.

Jason was a very solemn person, and everyone
somehow sensed that he didn’t want to talk about
the box at all. He didn’t say much to the others,

and he began eating with his right hand. He held

But it must be something very precious to him,

safe enough to leave it in his room.” The other
boarders accepted this explanation as logical, and
no more was said.
At dinner time Mr. Jason came down to the
dining room and took his place at the table once

the box on his left shoulder with his left hand,

again. He was well dressed for dinner, wearing a

and when he seemed to have some difficulty but-

dark suit and tie, but he still carried the box on

tering a piece of toast, one of the elderly men at

his left shoulder. Up until this time the other

the table firmly inquired in a curious tone, “Mr.

boarders didn’t study Mr. Jason too closely, but

Jason, wouldn’t you be more comfortable if you

now they each took a keen interest in him. He
was becoming strangely mysterious, and the

put the box down and ate with both hands?” Mr.

Jerry Huelsman
title design: Al Lochtefeld

boarders intently noted everything about him. He
was tall and looked very health, and seemed to be

one was in my room. But I sometimes talk to my-

in his thirties. He dressed neatly and his clothes

self.” At this, a few of the women boarders giggled

betrayed them.

“Why no,” said Mr. Jason, “no

fit him to a tailors touch, except for his shirt and

a little, and the others smirked at one another as

tie, which seemed to fit a little tightly or irregularly around the neck. He was a handsome man,
featuring blond hair and dark eyes and brows.

though Mr. Jason was crazy. Of course, they all

But he never said much and hardly ever smiled,

and his eyes seemed to hold some deep depression.
The box he carried on his shoulder was polished
to a deep glossy finish and had brass corners. It
was about twelve inches high and about ten inches
wide on the four sides, and he carried it tight
against his neck and shoulder. He never shifted
the box to his right shoulder, and he never juggled
its upright position. No one said much at dinner,
and no one said anything at all about the box.
A full week went by, and Mr. Jason continued

thought, Mr. Jason must be a little wacky. He
carries that fancy box on his shoulder wherever he
goes, and he talks to himself. He’s crazy! But
Mr. Jason wasn’t crazy, and he knew by the others’

expressions what they were thinking. He looked
at them very severely and started to say something,
his voice quaking with nervousness. “You don’t

know.
” Before he could finish, one of the
men at the table rudely interrupted, and, painfully
holding back his laughter, asked Mr. Jason, “Hey
Jason, what’s in that fancy box, your laundry?”
The man thought this was tremendously funny,
and he laughed so hard that his face wrinkled

his strange routine. He came downstairs only for

into all shapes, and his eyes squinted so he could

meals, and he constantly carried the box. As soon

hardly see. The other boarders couldn’t keep from

as he finished eating, he went back to his room

laughing any longer, and they ranted for a full

and
_locked himself in, and was always very quiet.

minute. When they quieted a little, Mr. Jason
started to speak again. “You don’t know how it
is with me. I must always carry this box with

But one day Mrs. Berkley was dusting in front of
Mr. Jason’s room, and she thought she heard him

talking inside with another man. She listened

me. I have to!” The others only started laughing

carefully to hear who Mr. Jason might be talking

again, and Mr. Jason nervously tried to hold

to, but the conversation stopped before she heard
anymore. Mrs. Berkley was curious about the vis-

back his tears. Then he said, ““You’re just like all

didn’t seem to have any friends. The only time

the others. You just have to know what’s in this
box. All right! Ill show you!” The boarders
immediately stopped laughing and become very

he ever came out of his room was for meals, and

still, their eyes fixed on Mr. Jason and the box.

he never took part in any of the conversations at
the table. Mrs. Berkley could hardly wait to see

Eerie silence filled the room, and all that could

itor, because Mr. Jason never went outside and

what the visitor looked like, and she watched for

the man to leave. The door finally opened a few

hours later, and Mr. Jason came down to dinner
—alone. Mrs. Berkley was mystified, and when
she was certain that Mr. Jason wouldn’t notice,
she went to his room and quickly looked inside.
But no one was in the room. Troubled, she went
back down to the dining room and took her place
at the table. When everyone had almost finished

be heard was the deep breathing of Mr. Jason.
But there seemed to be another sound at the
table—a faint sobbing sound like someone crying.
The boarders looked at one another and at Mr.

Jason, but no one was making any sound. The
sobbing seemed very near, and it grew louder.
Suddenly Mr. Jason gripped the box with both
hands and pulled it from his shoulder. A brief
second of silence followed, and then a sickening

asked in a tone that masked her curiosity, “Was
there someone to see you today, Mr. Jason? I

chorus of shrieks filled the house.
Mr. Jason went to his room and packed his
things. As he walked out the front door of Mrs.
Berkley’s boarding house, he carefully placed the

eating, she nonchalantly turned to Mr. Jason and

thought I heard voices in your room.”” The board-

polished wooden box on his shoulder. But this

ers were surprised by this question, and all stopped

time he placed it on his right shoulder instead of

chewing for a brief moment and looked at Mr.
Jason. Then they continued chewing and butter-

very low voice, as if speaking to himself.

ing rolls to camouflage the interest they had in

time you did the talking and eating for awhile,”

Mr. Jason’s imminent answer, whatever it would
be, but their deep silence and intent expressions

eyes of his other head.
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the left.

As he did this, he said something in a

“It’s

he said, and then he wiped the tears from the

Should pride be so binding?
Elizabeth and Ursula had lived in that old, rusty brick house as long as
anyone could remember. In fact, the house had become a symbol of all

that the Greene sisters stood for. It was a monstrosity of a house built in
the classic Victorian tradition, but time had ravaged its beauty. Its ornate
wooden porch had fallen away to a mere skeleton, spokes were missing in
the railing and along the stairs; the delicate lattice woodwork which sat
stained and peeling on top of each window looked like yellow sleep in the
corner of a tired, exhaused eye. This house traced the lives of Elizabeth
and Ursula in bold, unmistakable lines.

Both Elizabeth and Ursula were born in that house, some twelve years

apart, to Hiram and Jewel Greene, the town’s long-since dead banker and
his wife. It was Hiram Greene, who, as a matter of fact, was the founder

of the very first bank in Bromley. And, as it was befitting the position of a
banker to have a nice home, he had built his mansion, brought his wife
into it, begun his family, and, together with the house, had become an

institution.

THEGREENESISTERS
Not very many persons in Bromley remember Elizabeth and Ursula as
children. Those that do, recall only hazily the two little girls in their
father’s black patent leather day carriage, for they were sent to the East in

successive turns to absorb the culture that Bromley was so sadly lacking.
The strong personality difference that these children showed grew as they
matured.
Elizabeth was smart, very smart for her age. She always was. It came

as no surprise then, that when she returned from college she was appointed
manager of her widowed father’s bank. Her discipline and self-possession
were evident in her walk, a straight, proud, almost haughty walk. It was
not long before she became a familiar figure tracing serpentine characters
on the bank floor as she moved expressionless past the people. Efficient,

but cold, almost frigid.
Ursula, on the other hand, was more of a dreamer, more of an adven-

BRO. MICHAEL MORRIS S.M.
illustration by George Villani
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Elizabeth

turess than her social minded sister who thought

worships Elizabeth. She would probably be stuck

more of money than the people who handed it to
Not so with Ursula, she loved people, had

away in an institution if it weren’t for her sister.
“Right after her return from New York she

to have them around her. She delighted in the

suffered a series of nervous breakdowns, and when

warm, enfolding feeling of someone’s touch. Her

the baby was born dead she cried for weeks and
refused to believe it. She even got one of her old
dolls from the attic and named it Jeffrey and

her.

young and energetic personality enabled her to
dance her way through the Eastern schools, and
occasionally be mentioned in the New York papers

carried, kissed and loved that old cracked doll like

that happened through to Bromley.
Then suddenly, in the middle of her sophomore

it was a real baby. When she realized that her
baby was dead, she insisted that Elizabeth bury her

year at college, Ursula was sent home, Elizabeth

doll in the back yard.”
Poor Ursula!
Poor Elizabeth! She could not bear to think of

quit her job at the bank, and Mr. Greene died.
This was very strange indeed, for no one had
ever heard of the systematical Elizabeth doing

her sister in an institution. If there was no better

the

reason, it was because Ursula was a Greene. Her

bank was sold—the town was thrown intoa siege
of speculation.
Some said that Elizabeth was finally getting

pride would not let her conceive of any of her
family being “put away.’’ So she stayed in the

anything so unconventional.

Later, when

married, after all she was thirty-three, and not bad

looking in spite of the lack of make-up. Others
said that Ursula had become involved with a col-

lege student from Princeton and was sent home
to avoid a scandal; this is what caused her father’s
death, they said.

But not one person knew the real story and
soon the town was back to normal, with Elizabeth
and Ursula and their old monstrosity of a house
settling back in their own dust, one becoming

more decrepit than the other.
It was some years before anyone had seen either
of the sisters again. Once Elizabeth had come out
of the house, walked up three blocks to the dry

goods store and bought eight yards of heavy canvas
cloth. She looked the same as the day she had
exiled herself in her house ten years before. Only

. she hada tired, frightened look in her eyes.
Tucking the canvas into its brown paper bag,

she walked back to her house with strong determined strides, stopped for a second at the yard
step and looked to the curtained windows. She
heard Ursula laughing, and so looked quickly to
the sky, up and down both sides of the street,
and went hurridly into her house.

Only Thomas McCulla, their second cousin,
ever went into the house. He was the one who

S

took them groceries, medicines or newspapers.

The town learned from Tom that Ursula was
a “little nuts,” as he put it, “from the carrying on
she did in New York.”
“Nuttier than a fruit cake. Walks around all
day in a ball gown, except when Elizabeth gets

her into a house dress. Harmless though, and she
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“Oh, for heaven’s sake...
aren't you taking this bust-up

with Judyalittle too seriously?”

house with the curtains drawn, the front door
locked and with her poor insane sister as her only
companion.

to take in everything; dressing table, chairs.

Stepping around a large pile of haphazardly
arranged bedclothes, ‘Tom crossed to the window

After several years she became accustomed to

and drew back the curtains with a yank. The dust

the loneliness, the bitter anguish caused by

from them formed slow, easy circles around the

Ursula’s prattle, the stale, used smell of the air

white cuffs of his shirt as it rose. The entire room

that she no longer even cared to talk to Tom

was dusty, the air was stale.

when he came by.
Tom came by regularly, even though he had

here; this was evident. Not in the bed, nor in the

to stand outside the door to be surveyed by the

Tom regarded Ursula with a pity that he
thought himself incapable of. Apparently Elizabeth had had enough. She had reached the breaking point and left Ursula alone. He remembered
how Elizabeth had said that when she went outside she hated to come in again. She said it got
harder every time she had to return. He didn’t
know what to do.
Ursula remained standing in the doorway. She

greying head and red-veined eyes before entering.
The Greene sisters amused Tom; they aroused
his pity. He felt like a lord protector. And after
all, they were worth several hundred thousand

dollars and he was their only living relative. He
rather enjoyed their personal retreat from the
world.

He never received a warm-hearted welcome
from Elizabeth; her replies were curt, pointed and
rigid. But Ursula, perennially young, would answer in short, breathy sighs, much in the manner
of a college girl at a military ball. She would

usher him into the sitting room and pour him tea
in the same cup he had used for the last twenty
years. She would go on to talk about Princeton
and Jeffrey; Tom would excuse himself since he
knew Elizabeth was sleeping.

After a month of tea with Ursula, Tom became
a little hesitant to believe that Elizabeth had always been sleeping. In all these years she had

Elizabeth was not

chair.

kept muttering,

“I was afraid she would get cold. If she gets
a cold she won’t be able to come to the wedding.”
Tears were forming in her eyes.
Tom winced and decided that he must take her
home with him. He walked over and kicked the
bedclothes. Stooping down to lift them from the
floor a sharp, acrid odor pierced his nostrils. Beneath the huge pile of bedclothing he could see
Elizabeth lying bloated and decaying on the floor,
her head resting mockingly on a pillow.
Ursula crossed over to the bed and gazed down

been asleep only twice when he came on his

at her sister. Her mouth broke into a smile, then

regular check. But now, every Thursday for the

quivered at the tips.
“Elizabeth, Jeffrey’s on his way for the wedding.
Elizabeth. Elizabeth, do you hear?”
Outside a dark cloud passed over the face of

last three weeks!
‘Tom took Ursula by the arm and led her to
Elizabeth’s room.
“She’s sleeping, Tom, honestly she is.”
The bedroom was dark even though it was

the sun, and the old house looked quiet at last.

Tom had left the front door open.

mid-afternoon. But even in the half-light of the
curtained windows he could see there was no

one on the bed. His eyes moved quickly, trying
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The Port Report

Fiever. And therefore most of Port and I hate to
say which part isn’t, is some part MacFiever. Ex-

Continued from page 5

cept you. You weren’t born here.”
“That’s horrible.”

_ The sheriff was going out of his mind trying

“Where do you think all the names came from?

to keep order. He searched the law books to get

MacFiever the Ist descended from a family, the

the campers off the Square Lawn, but all he could
find was a statute that required a twenty-five cent
a night fee for doing so that dated back to old

men of which were kicked out of Scotland, Spain,

MacFiever. People were complaining about the

late night jam sessions that tended to last late into
the morning hours and the local State Store was
sold out within a week.
~ One afternoon the sheriff came running when
he heard cars honking their horns to find two
young men with long hair, in leotards, circling
each other, knives held in front of them.

Occa-

sionally one would feint at the other with much
grunting and shouting. A young man sat on the

Russia, Greece, Ireland, and Germany. The only
country they weren’t kicked out of was France and
that’s because Louis XIV was ruling. One knew
Catherine of Russia and was asked to leave after

she died.”
“I don’t believe you and I certainly don’t love
you anymore.”
“You never said you did.”

“Well . . . I don’t anymore, you’re awful.”
“Tm truthful.”
“Oh.”
Paddy stood there looking for a long time. He

hood of one of the stopped cars shouting what

was still looking when Gilmartin walked up.

sounded like directions. As the sheriff ran up
he bumped into MacFiever. ©
“Paddy, stop them, they’re your friends. Oh
my heavens, he stabbed him. Look he’s giving
the knife to the other boy. He fell. He’s dead.
The other boy’s going to get the one that did it.
Stop him Paddy.”
“Ok sheriff. Hey, take ten you guys.”
“Aw, Paddy, we were just getting it good,” the

“Women are hell.”
“Yeah. She wanted me to shave my beard and
dress up. I think she wanted me to marry her
and settle down in the old place.”

‘dead’ boy looked up.

doned spirit reigned. But soon it began to show
that the unwanted but happy visitors were beginning to miss their native diggings and so they
began to drift off. The tents disappeared from
the Square, the hotel began to empty out and the

“Yeah ,well rehearse somewhere else.”
~ “Ok Fourth.”
And if the sheriff and the other inhabitants of

the town were getting slightly incensed about the
whole affair, Nellie was even more so. She rarely
saw Paddy after the gang descended on the town
and often we got the idea she didn’t want to. Or
rather that she wanted Paddy to think she didn’t.
“Paddy, who are all these people?”

“Some show biz, some just New York.”
“What are they doing here?”

“Well, I passed the word that this was a quiet
town to get away from the city in and it must have
spread. So I came back and took over the old
place, but more came than I thought.”

“They’re horrible.”
“Careful honey, they’re my people.”
“Your people? You’re a MacFiever. Port people are your people.”
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“It’s be a lot more peaceful than Broadway.”

“Yeah Gil, but I’d die away fromastage.”
“Maybe!”
“Yea. See ya."
Well, for a couple weeks, the completely aban-

jam sessions became calmer and calmer.

Soon

there was just a very small group left.
Came the first Sunday of September and we
were all going to services when we heard one of
the most soulful sounds many of us had ever
heard. It was a high, sad trumpet solo that went
on and on. All the people just stood and listened.
It was coming from the direction of the old landing. Then it was over. Some of us noticed Nellie

standing there with tears in her eyes.
When services were over, it was strange to walk
out into the town as it had been before the invasion. In fact it showed on most of the people.
‘They were nervous. Maybe it was the trumpet
solo or something in the air. Most of the people

“Yeah, you’re right there.”

had become so used to the noise and all and the

“What do you mean in that tone of voice?”
“That there is a family legend about old Mac-

strangers around that it was funny they had even

noticed the solo at all. Then old Mr. Baxter, he

swear that little car reared like a horse. I know

never held much with churches, came running up
the street.
“They’re gone. They’re all gone. Even the one

one minute he was going like a bat out of grand-

who thought I was a baby and Mr. MacFiever and

ma’s attic, then there was a cloud of dust and it

all. Oh, Miss Nellie, he’s waiting in front of the

was sitting sideways in the road. “Nellie, I love
you.”

it’s impossible, but it sure looked like it, because

City Building to say goodbye.” And Nellie ran towards the City Building.
“Paddy.”
“I’m going back to New York.”
“Weill... “Shree... a. a
“I, well, I’m going to, uh, miss you Nellie.”

“I love you too Paddy.” And like a skittish
horse, believe me, that car pranced around straight

and shot out down the road. Gilmartin was still
laughing, quietly because Nellie was crying and
so was most everybody else. ‘Then I saw or rather
got why Gilmartin was laughing. Like me, he had

Why Sy, . don't . 23308". yeu. < stay?”
“IT thought .. . well, uh, I don’t know if...’

seen the trumpet partially covered by the blanket

,

“Tl see... .” and he gunned the little car
away up Main Street the way he had entered

in the rear seat of the little car and had been
quicker in grasping its significance. And_ that’s
why I think the car seemed to prance and rear
like a horse, because we were seeing not only
Paddy MacFiever IV driving away from town in
a red sports car, but the whole line of MacFievers
riding away from their waiting sweethearts and
wives back through time. So maybe the old legends of MacFiever I were true. The whispered
ones that is. Maybe he was more thanastorekeeper. Let’s see was it my father’s grandmother

town. Then all of a sudden he stopped and I

that was related or the other way around?

Vers
“pout i.e
“Oh yes, yes Paddy...”

“Of course...” at this point he scowled at GilMartin who was laughing in the rear of the crowd.
But it was just a short scowl.
“Paddy?”
ee.
“Come back...”

du
Sister
Mothlike

Wings of habit gently aflutter,
Down long corridors she glides,
Grey wraith of goodness.
As she passes near,

I chance to catch the sweet,
Soft refrain of a popular song
She hums,

Thinking herself unobserved.

Mary Altick

illustration by Martha Hunter

Dick Baker

Her beauty was her disposition.

When...
Her face was up and she boreastrange, peaceful
smile.
Many years ago her smile had enkindled a
warmth in my heart and had excited, I thought,

She wrinkled her nose in a pretty sort of way,
shrugged, and said to head for the state park about
three miles away. She said something in a flighty

my very being. I can still recall the day that we
both avoided the things that we were supposed

of a sandwich down with some lemonade. She

to be doing. I was painting the house and had
gone off under the pretense of getting more paint.
She had told her boss that she was taking her
lunch period.

Usually she took a_ half-hour.

This day, though, she had packed a few “goodies”

into a bag.

“Where?” I asked.

sort of way as she tried to wash the last remnants

was very fond of lemonade.
When we arrived at the park she had finished

most of her lunch. About ten minutes of her time
was up. The hot sun played on us as we bounded
across the open field to the shade-harboring trees
beyond. It was beautifully quiet. It was peaceful

Fully expecting just to say “hi” and pass the

and relaxing. In the distance a picnicking family

few moments in conversation, I was taken some-

could be heard, and on the field a few more hardy

what aback when she presented the tidy white
bag, nudged me out of the store into the car, and
said “I’m going to eat out today.”

when she tossed the errant ball back, she slipped.
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souls were knocking flies out to each other. Once
She laughed.

She was beautiful; not Marilyn

Monroe beautiful, not even Diana Shore beauti-

stood up, and threw it into the clearing. She was

ful, but she was an unshowey beautiful.

like that, unpredictable.

Her hazel-blue eyes looked even more cool and

After we tired of playing catch with the “fris”
we walked hand in hand across the scorching field

relaxing when contrasted with the white of her
uniform. Her thin lips held an ever-ready smile
that seemed to beckon and dispel at once. But
her true beauty was intangible. Her beauty was
her disposition. She was the kind of a girl who
would say something and actually believe what
she said. Yet she was puzzled and uncertain about
many everyday events. Even though “if” was not
a favorite word in her vocabulary, she must have
been fond of dreaming—at least in private.
She was bewitching in a modern sort of way.
Very genuine.
When we reached the cool of the trees, we sat
for a while and watched the world bloom and
bake about us. It seemed unbearably hot in the
sun. Nature saved her priceless scents and sounds
for us that day. Conversation was sparse. All of
our senses seemed to be absorbing the world and
its splendor.

to the drinking fountain. The water was cool.

Thus refreshed we sat together beneath a nearby
tree and told each other various little things about
past life, parents, friends, and, in general, many
little petty things of dubious importance.
It is funny how I can remember all of these
things. It is funny.
Although we both knew that she was long
overdue at the store, we tarried longer and talked.

It was good to be together. Finally we both got
into the steaming car and retraced the three miles
to reality.

Yes, I’m glad today that I knew her. I am glad
that she knew me....
It’s is a shame, though, that they did not have

a picture of that special smile so that they would
have known. She does not look the same all stiff
and cold.

Then without provocation she snatched my

yellow plastic plate, called for no reason “frisbee,”

Well, you can’t kill memories, can you?

dh
Rejuvanentia
Cool.

first stirrings of spring
Green!
Lush!

Promising ...
first stirrings of love.
Bro. Michael Morris S.M.

{SURV ORS
RECORDS

Conquerors of the Ages
The London Philharmonic Orchestra and Chorus

Conducted by Reinhard Linz
Somerset P-10800

Beethoven started it all with Wellington’s
Victory, Tschaikovsky sustained the tradition with
the far superior 1812 Overture and now Mr. Edmond DeLuca follows in the footsteps of these
two great men with his composition of the various

tone poems, epics rather, of seven of the world’s
greatest conquerors.
While it would be very pretentious to say that
Mr. DeLuca comes up to either one of his great
predecessors in his performance of this task, he

has composed seven very beautiful and moving
portraits with music. This album, especially commissioned by the recording company, has been
largely overlooked until recently. And even now
it has not set any selling records.
This is unusual because it is a very valuable
addition to any collection of classical or semiclassical music. It is available on either highfidelity or stereo and is impressive on either.
The seven conquerors portrayed are Alexander
the Great, the Caesars, Attila, Genghis Khan,

Cortez, Napoleon and Hitler. Mr. DeLuca has
used the same technique as his predecessors in

that he has utilized folksongs and anthems in the
creation of several of the portraits. Also woven
into each of these themes is the main Theme of

the Ages that symbolizes mankind in chains. The
total effect is one of definite power and beauty.
One of the major complaints heard against this
composition is that it is too Ben Hurish. At first
listen one is inclined to get this impression. How-

ever, this was composed and recorded before any
of the so-called spectaculars were filmed.
Mr. De Luca was born in Philadelphia in 1909.
In 1936 he was awarded first prize in a nationwide contest sponsored by the Philadelphia Orchestra. The next year he was awarded a fouryear composition fellowship to Julliard Graduate
School of Music. In 1947 his Symphony No 1
won a top award in a Western Hemisphere Con-

test sponsored by the president of the Detroit
Symphony Orchestra. He has arranged for Helen
Traubel, Robert Merrill and the Philadelphia

Pops Orchestra. An earlier work entitled Safari
has sold over 200,000 albums.
Summing up: Unknown, but worth meeting.

BOOKS

The Affluent Society
John Kenneth Galbraith
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1958

John Kenneth Galbraith, a professor of eco-

nomics at Harvard University, has written a

tion makes the work universally valuable.

Gal-

braith’s style is clear, literate, and nearly poetic.

concepts of economics as they apply to an opulent

It fairly sparkles with erudition and wit. Many
passages, such as the following, can be read and
re-read with an ever-increasing appreciation of
their sophisticated charm.

society. Galbraith feels that economic ideas born
in an economy of want can become outmoded in
an economy of wealth. He argues that the affluent

vehicles has, on occasion, got for out of line with

society which conducts its affairs in accordance
with the economic rules of a poorer age not only

result has been a hideous road congestion, an

timely, incisive, iconoclastic study of the economy
of contemporary America. The Affluent Society is
a learned but readable discussion of the central

foregoes opportunities but also endangers its own
success. His book is largely an attack upon this

“conventional wisdom” which he often finds in
contradiction to the obvious conditions of our
economic life. Having pointed out the obsolescence of economic ideas founded on the assumption of poverty, Professor Galbraith goes on to

illuminate the tasks and opportunities that lie
before our affluent society.
Economics has been traditionally preoccupied

with equality, security, and productivity. ‘Today,
according to Galbraith,

these ancient concerns

.. . Although the need for balance here is extraordinarily clear, our use of privately produced
the supply of the related public services. ‘The
annual massacre of impressive proportions, and
chronic colitis in the cities. As on the ground,

so also in the air. Planes collide with disquieting consequences for those within when the
public provision for air traffic control fails to
keep pace with private use of the airways.
Whatever be the value of how Galbraith writes,

the final test of this work must be the worth of
what he writes. And if content is to be considered
the primary basis for evaluation, then it must also
be considered Galbraith’s primary triumph. As a

reporter of the dissonace of fact and fancy in the

have been narrowed to a preoccupation with pro-

contemporary economy he succeeds brilliantly. In

ductivity. Production has become the solvent of
tensions once associated with inequality, and it
has become the indespensible remedy for the

less successful. Through his clear perception of

problems concerned with economic insecurity. We

have made productivity the ultimate criterion of
value in our over-productive economy. This concern for production has been limited however, to

an interest in producing private goods and services. Thus, as our production increases we become
overloaded with private products while still lack-

ing much in the public sphere. We, who produce
more private goods than we need, must reassess
our scale of values to see that private production
is no longer the first work of our society. What is
needed in our affluent society is a conscious increase in the production of the public sector.
Professor Galbraith concludes that, until “social

balance” between the public and private sectors

of the economy is achieved, our affluence is
threatened by the very productive competence that

created it.
In this first venture into popular literature Mr.
Galbraith has scored a singular success. While his
previous works (notably American Capitalism and
The Great Crash, 1929) were brilliant technical
achievements, they were not addressed to the

popular mind. In contrast, The Affluent Society
is a significant contribution to the constant dialog
that is popular American thought. Although
scholarly in both matter and method, its presenta-

the consequent analysis his effort is only relatively
economic reality, his facile grasp of economic
theory, and his clairvoyant understanding of their
relation in modern America, Professor Galbraith

has created what may well be the guiding light for
building our society’s future.
In spite of this general excellence and in spite
of repeated attacks upon outmoded concepts, this

work suffers from one serious flaw. Although he
mercilessly disproves and destroys obsolete economic ideas, Galbraith is a prisoner of an equally

outmoded political concept. In a world in which
international cooperation and unity are not only
desirable and essential, but also a growing reality,

he continues to view the American economy as an
isolated phenomenon. Actually we live in an age
of growing economic interdependence. While our

productive capacity far exceeds our needs, there
are many more nations where just the reverse is

true. In fact, Professor Galbraith is presently ambassador to just such a nation. Any realistic
economic policy must certainly be in harmony

with this world view of the situation.
In general however, The Affluent Society is a
valid and vital analysis of our economy. Gal-

braith’s wonderfully fluent style makes its reading,
with is mandatory for every serious student of

public affairs, a labor of love. If you’re a thinking
American, read it.
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THEATRE

The Mark
Maria Schell, Stuart Whitman, and Rod Steiger
Directed by Guy Green
A Raymond Stross-Sidney Buchman Production
A Continental Distributing Inc. Release

A young Canadian, pale from prison, takes a

Now he is out in everyday life and the fear

job as an accountant in a small town in the middle

is hard working and gets on reasonably well at the

that these compulsions may return constantly
haunts him. Then he is invited to dinner by a
secretary at the firm. When he meets her young
daughter and finds he sees her only as a daughter
he begins to feel better. Soon he and the mother,

business he has been sent to by reference.

a widow, are approaching marriage. But he hasn’t

part of England. His crime is—what? We aren’t
told, but we see that he is afraid of something.
However, we tend to like him, record or not. He

Then he goes to visit his parole officer and we

told her the reason for his prison term. Then a

find out the truth about Jim Fuller. For Doc
McNally, the parole officer, is also the psychiatrist

gossip columnist writes the story in a scandal sheet.

that treated Jim in prison. Treated him for what?
For attempted assault on a ten-year old girl. And
as the two men talk we see the picture of Jim’s

past unfold. The only boy in a family of girls, a
forceless father, a smothering mother, he was an
adolescent strangled in apron strings. He was

afraid of women and of sex. And so he drifted
back to the days when he wasa little boy among
little girls.
But before he could commit his crime, the

realization of what he was near caused him to be
violently sick and he returned the girl to her home

and confessed his obsessions. At his trial he pleaded
guilty because he needed help. And during three
years in prison he came to understand his com-

pulsions.

Jim loses girl, job, confidence and sobs to the
psychiatrist that he can’t go on. The psychiatrist
tells him that he has to try and at the end of the
film both he and the girl are trying.
This subject may appear to be slightly on the
side of sensationalism, but, by walking a tight line
across the snakepit of bad taste, Director Green

has come up with as fine a film as has been produced in a long time. The viewer feels sympathetic to the man, but not his crime. His story is
presented in a calm, subjective manner that removes any pre-conceptions of sensationalism or
repugnance. In the lead role as Jim Fuller, the
Cain-marked man, actor Stuart Whitman tends

to surprise quite a few who may have seen him in
previous films. Maria Schell is superb in the role
of the widow who falls for him. As the psychiatrist, Rod Steiger turns in a performance that
should get him an Academy Award nomination.
The film avoids the usual cliches one expects in
this type of movie. The only apparent flaw is the

personal patient-doctor relationship which in
actual practice would tend to blunt the objectivity
of the psychiatrist. However, we can overlook
these and enjoy one of the finest films in recent
years. It’s a movie to rate with On The Waterfront and Marty. But, unless you have a very
mature outlook don’t bother going to see The

Mark. And don’t take your younger brothers or
sisters. The Legion of Decency has assigned it a
B rating and—the kids wouldn’t understand it

anyhow.
“When you improve the roads, THEN I'll register it!”

Summing up: Superb.

To the Children in Ward No. 5
Bro. Michael Morris S.M.

Poor child that leans so fragile in still
chair
\vhose hands so delicate resting there!
How our hearts are one together; one in

sorrow;
one in pain.
How bright are our days when the bright

butterfly can flutter past us many
times;

When meadow lark sings to legs to
run, come chase across many leaping
streams, crush the cool grass with
dusty heels,
And we stand to fall.
My little one whom I love because
of the clear searching eye,
I would give all that was mine, every

fiber would I strip that you would
run with the breeze
Alas! I cannot give a body, cannot strengthen
helpless legs.
I can give but one thing, my soul

to strip, my heart to lean upon.
Let us walk together, you on me and I
on thee,
No more to watch the clouds that drift aimlessly

by
But to race them quickly over the sky.

Close your eyes my little, loved, quiet one and
lean safely on me.
For I from you draw more thana tear, to

sparkle and slide,
But rather courage and faith to do
what is given as mine,

To sharea little in yours.

illustration by Dan Spillane

Be my courage, be my eye, be my spotless
soul.
Lean on me and I on thee.
Hold me little child.

. . . Make us choose the harder

right instead of the easier wrong,
and never to be content with a half

truth when the whole can be won.
—West Point Cadet Prayer
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